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Introduction

The Methodology of Non-formal Education Workshops through Performing Arts was realized in the 
Dance Your Dream - Performing For Inclusion – Grundtvig Learning Partnership project, on 
the base of International Workshops on Performing Arts leaded during the project in 
Poggiardo, ITALY (25 – 30 September, 2013), Bucharest, ROMANIA (27 – 30 March, 2014) and 
Vilnius, LITHUANIA (14 – 18 May, 2014). Involving 160 participants in the all 3 countries, 
during the workshops we realized with learners the following theater performances based on 
specific fairy tales:

• “Youth Everlasting and Never Ending Life” Romanian Fairy Tale – performed in 
Poggiardo, Italy.

• “The Hedgehog and His Bride” - Lithuanian Fairy Tale – performed in Bucharest,
Romania

• “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu” – Italian Fairy Tale – performed in Vilnius, Lithuania

The workshops included people with more or less opportunities: mental disabilities, Roma 
people, unemployed, single mothers and brought together young and elderly people, assuring 
the creative communication between generations.

The project was coordinated by:
Asociatia de Arte si Spiritualitate ZAN ART - Romania

Partners:
JUMP IN – Italy,

JOLINGVA - Lithuania
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METHODOLOGY OF NON-FORMAL EDUCATION WORKSHOPS 
THROUGH PERFORMING ARTS

Intercultural workshops on performing arts: 
Theater, Dance, Music, workshops on Fairy Tales, 

ended with Theater Performances

• Preparation of the workshops:

Number of trainers needed: 2
Tasks for the trainers before the workshop:

• Select  the play / the folk tale
• Write  the script suitable for workshops, trainings
• Translate  the script in English
• Prepare 1 / 2 songs - to be included in the performance
• Prepare 1 / 2 dances - to be included in the performance

                                    

Tips for writing the script:
• Transform the elements of decor in characters, in order to involve every participant in the 

performance. Examples: The forest, the waves, the river, the wall of a castle, the trees, the 
flowers, the animals.

• Transform the animals from the story in characters
• Prepare moments where to include the songs and dances in the script to involve all the 

learners in the performance by music and dance.
• Create dialogue scenes. Transform the narrative text of the story into a dialogue.
• Write simple dialogue scenes, easily understood and memorized by learners

Duration of the preparation of the workshops: 3 - 4 weeks

   

Workshop “The hedgehog and his bride” - Lithuanian Tale, Romania  /          Workshop “Youth Everlasting” - Romanian Tale,   Italy                                                                                           
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• The workshops:

Needed elements:
• Scripts for the participants
• Lyrics of the songs
• Music instruments (optional)
• Laptop, boxes for listening the original songs and  the music selected for dances
• Objects for games.
• Camera

Duration of the workshops: 3-4 hours / day. Minimum 3 days.
Number of Participants: 20 - 40
Ages: no age limit
Inclusion: The workshops can and it is recommended to include persons with less 
opportunities.

  

Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” - Romanian Tale,   Italy
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE WORKSHOPS:

I. Step 1. Knowing Games. Teambuilding Games.

Objectives:
 Knowing the names of participants. Team building. Consolidation of the team

1. The mirror.

Duration: between 20 and 30 minutes. 
Materials needed: none. 
Description: The participants are arranged 
in couples facing each other. You choose a 
couple in which someone does A and 
someone does B. A makes a gesture he 
wants, and B has to repeat precisely the 
gesture, as if he were a mirror. After a few 
minutes they change the roles of A and B. 
The game creates embarrassment at first, 
but  later on it helps to create confidence 
among the members of the group 
members. 
At the end of the game the participants 
are asked to grasp the relevance of the 
game and relate it to the general project.
They are also asked to mention the 
difficulties they encountered during the 
game.

2. Name games

Duration: between 20 and 30 minutes. 
Materials needed: none. 
Description: the participants are 
arranged in a  circle and they are  invited 
to tell everyone their name and make a 
small gesture (I'm John and I touch my 
hair, I'm Maria and I turn my ring, etc.) 
After all the participants introduce 
themselves according to the example, 
the first starts and says his name and 
makes his gesture, the next repeats 
what the first has said, and adds his 
name and his gesture, the third says his 
name and repeats the gestures of the 
first two persons  and so on up to 
complete the round. The last participant 
will have to repeat the names and the 
gestures of everyone!  It`s a very simple 
and fun game that aims to break the ice 
among people who do not know and to 
quickly memorize all the names.

3. Two truths and a lie. 
Duration: between 20 and 30 minutes. 
Materials needed: none. 
Description: you ask the participants to 
introduce themselves to the group and to 
say two true things about themselves and 
one false. Then ask for a volunteer to start 
with his two truths and a lie and repeat 
them to the group. The person that 
guesses which is the lie, is the next one  to 
take the floor.  This activity helps the 
group members to get understand and 
empathize in an unconventional way.

Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” Romanian Tale,
Italy
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4. Graffiti. 
Duration: at least 30 minutes. 
Materials needed: Post-it notes; markers; 
a blackboard or a flip chart. 
Description: The trainer gives every 
participant two Post-it notes and asks 
them to reply in writing to these two 
questions: "What do I expect from this 
activity?", "What are the reasons that led 
me here today?" The cards are anonymous 
so that everyone could feel free to express 
themselves. When the whole group has 
finished writing, we invite the  participants 
to stick the post-its on. The trainer reads 
the motivations and expectations without 
any comments. He asks the group to 
indicate the most common motivations 
and expectations encountered on the 
blackboard. It often happens that there is 
no much differences between the two 
lists. The reasons, that have roots in the 
past, in previous experience, are similar to 
the expectations, which should be project
in the future. 
The activity is very useful: the information 
you receive could be used to calibrate 
subsequent proposals on the emotional 
state of the group.

Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” Romanian Tale,
Italy

5. Stuck on an island. 
Duration: at least 30 minutes. 
Materials needed: a billboard or a flip 
chart; markers. 
Description: The group is asked to 
imagine that they are stuck on an island. 
They are asked to name 5 things (or 
more if the group is larger) they will take 
with them. Please note that the 
participants can bring five things per 
group, not per person. It is advisable to 
write the articles they want to take with 
them on a flipchart. After that each 
person is encouraged to defend their 
chosen object in front of the group. This 
activity helps the group to understand 
other people`s values and their way of 
solving problems and to promotes
teamwork.

Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” - Romanian 
Tale, Italy

The trainers could use any game 
that helps them to know the participants and 
consolidate the team. The movement games 
are recommended.  
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II. Step 2.  Presentation of the story / script / play.

Duration: between 20 and 40 minutes
Materials needed: The text of the story 
tale. Possible PowerPoint, photo or/and 
video presentation
Description: The trainer presents the 
story, action and characters to 
participants.
Objectives: -Familiarization of the learners 
with the story. 
Methods: Presentation in the open group.

Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” - Romanian Tale, Italy

III. Step 3.  Reading the text / scrip together with learners.

Each participant receives the text / script of 
the story that will be put in stage.  
Participants read one-by-one parts of the 
text. A preliminary distribution is made only 
for reading the text by trainer and learners.

Materials needed: The text of the story tale. 
Translation of the text if needed.

Objectives:
- Familiarization of the learners with the story
- Familiarization of the learners with the 
language
- Translations of the story - where needed.

Optional: if the story is in another language, 
the participants could receive the translation 
of the story also in their mother tong.

Competences and skills acquired by 
participants: Increasing the language skills of 
participants. Learning English, Pronunciation, 
Vocabulary, Cultural and intercultural 
approaches.

Duration: 1 hour

  
   Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” - Lithuanian Tale, Romania  

  
Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania
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IV. Step 4. Casting Roles.

Optional: you could double the casting 
with characters that speak English and also 
local language. 

Objectives:
• Motivate the participants
• Cast  the distribution of the Theater Play
• Involve all the participants in the 

Theater Play

First, choose the main characters. For each 
character of the fairy tale / theater play, the 
trainer asks the participants which role they 
prefer to interpret. 
If there are more persons that want the same 
role, sometimes the trainer may choose 2 
persons to interpret the role on the stage. 

For example: if there is an aunt in the story 
that influences negative a princess, the trainer 
may choose to have 2 or more aunts to act 
together on the stage.
Or, the trainer may double all the characters, 
ones speaking English and others,  a native
language.
Distribute all the participants of the workshop 
in main and secondary characters.
For example, if in the story there are passages 
that happen in the forest, a big number of 
participants will be the trees in the forest; or 
the participants will represent a river, or 
animals in a farm of the story, or the 
Courtiers of a Kingdom.

Tips: Find creative ideas to involve all the 
participants, even if they don't have the 
courage to represent main characters. 
Multiply roles to involve the active people or 
invent rolls in the story.
           Duration: 40 minutes – 1 hour

Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Workshop “The Hedgehog and his Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania

Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” Romanian Tale,   
Italy
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V. Step 5.  Learning songs.

Needed materials:  text of the song(s) 
printed for all the learners, music, boxes, 
musical instrument(s) if possible.

Description:
• The participants receive the 

lyrics of the song.
• The trainer presents the song to 

learners and listen it with 
learners or sing it for them.  

• The participants read in the 
same time with the trainer the 
lyrics of the song

• The trainer translates and 
analyzes the lyrics of the song

• Rehearsal of the lyrics of the 
song, all together.

• The learners sing the song all 
together few times, helped by 
the trainer. 

• Adding musical instruments 
when possible.

Objectives: involving all the participants in 
the workshop, developing musical, 
rhythm, linguistic skills to learners and 
team building. Preparing the song that will 
be inserted in the theater play.

Duration: 45 minutes - 1 hour.

Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Workshop “The hedgehog and his bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 
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VI. Step 6. Putting the story into stage.

Rehearsals. Establishing the 
movements of the characters on the 
stage. Learners interpret the roles.

Description: 
• The trainers divide the 

story in a few scenes.
• The trainers start to 

work with the 
participants scene by 
scene, involving the 
characters acting in the 
story.

• The characters of a 
scene read their role 
on the stage, standing 
up.

• The trainer helps the 
participants to learn 
how to move and act 
during the 
interpretation of the 
role.

• The learners rehearse 
the scenes few times, 
in order to memorize 
the movements, 
coordinate with the 
other actors on the and 
improve their 
interpretation of the 
role. 

           Workshop “The hedgehog and his bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania

               Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 
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Tips: 
- Take care that each part of the 
stage to be covered by 
characters. Do not let any part 
of the stage empty. In the place 
where the main characters don't 
act, distribute the other learners 
as secondary characters or as 
living decors.

- When the group is big, don't 
make all the rehearsals 
consecutively. Intercalate the 
theater rehearsals with dances 
and music workshops, for all the 
learners could be involved 
actively.

Objectives:  Developing the artistic 
abilities of the learners, constructing the 
theater play for representation, 
developing knowledge and skills to 
learners: self confidence, self esteem, 
sense of rhythm, communication and 
empathy with the other, creativity, 
expression of themselves in an artistic 
way, courage to manifest in front of the 
others; logical, coordination, acting skills, 
movement skills, language skills.

Materials needed: props, elements 
of decor if that exist in the 
conception of the theater play, 
texts with the story play. 

Duration: 2 - 4 hours.

Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” - Romanian Tale, Italy

Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” - Lithuanian Tale, Romania

Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania
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VII. Step 7. Learning dances all together

Description:
The participants learn all together 
dances with the aim to be included 
in the theater representation. 
The dances could be used in the 
story at the wedding of the 
characters or to other life events of 
characters, but also between scenes, 
for increase the impact of a scene 
and to reinforce the emotions. 

Materials needed:  Music, boxes, 
props
Duration: 30 - 45 minutes 

Objectives: To involve all the 
learners in the story play 
representation, to give energy to 
learners, team buiding, to involve 
actively all the participants in 
workshops.
Skills aquired by participants: 
rhythm, dance skills, coordination, 
self confidence, joy, artistic skills, 
cooperation to the others.

         

          
Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” - Romanian Tale, Italy

           
             Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 
     

                
Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania
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VIII. Step 8. Creating the Live Scenography / Live Stage Design

Description:
The learners that have not 
characters in the story 
representation will be involved on 
the stage as secondary characters, 
part of the Living Scenography.
As this, they could interpret for 
example: the forest, the trees, the 
waves of a sea, the rivers, the 
Courtiers of a Kingdom, the flowers 
in a forest or on a land, the wind, 
the way, the spirits that help the 
characters or that put obstacles to 
the main characters of the stories, 
the different animal in a ferm, etc. 

The trainer invite all the secondary 
characters on the stage, establish 
their places on the stage, their 
movements, and the moment 
when they intervene. The 
characters involved in vivant 
scenography / living stage design, 
could have also words to say and 
to interact with the main 
characters of the story. 
They could also ilustrate the story 
by different movements, 
synchronized or not.

The trainers make few 
consecutives rehealsals with the 
rolles and interventions of the 
secondary characters, for they 
could memorize their roles

      
Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania

      
Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” - Romanian Tale,  Italy

      
Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” - Romanian Tale, Italy
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Tips: 
 The main characters and the 

secondary ones, could, and it is 
recommended to interact with 
the characters of the living 
scenography.

 Explain to learners that all the 
characters are important on the 
stage and for the success of the 
theater representation. The 
audience see everybody on the 
stage, so everybody contribute to 
the success of the theater play.  

Objectives: To integrate all the 
learners in the theater 
representation, to give a form and 
more content to the theater 
representation. To increase de 
skills of the involved learners on:  
rhythm, self esteem, movement, 
self confidence, group interaction, 
group integration, attention, 
interpretation and acting skills

Duration 40 minute - 1 hour

Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania

Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 
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IX. Step 9.  Rehearsal of the whole story, insert music, song and 
dances

Description: After everything was established 
for the theater representation, it is the 
moment to join all the scenes to create the 
whole theater show / representation.

General Rehearsal: The trainer help the 
learners to rehearse  every scene in 
chronologic order, inserting in their place the 
music scenes, dances scenes and the 
secondary characters of living scenography.

This general rehearsal could be made 2 - 4 
times, for the learners accommodate with 
their roles and to memorize the order of 
scenes and of their intervention. 

Duration: 1- 2 - 3 hours, depends of the story 
and its duration and of number of scenes.

Objectives: General Rehearsal, Creating the 
coherence of the whole theater 
representation, accommodation of the actors 
to their roles and order of scenes and 
interventions. Increasing the skills and 
abilities of learns as: acting, dancing, playing 
songs, self esteem and self confidence, 
expression of themselves in a artistic way, 
attention, organization, working in teams, 
communication, creativity, language skills, 
focalizing on an aim and to finalize an  started 
work.

Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” - Romanian Tale, Italy

Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” - Romanian Tale, Italy

Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania
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X. Step 10. Creating stage costumes

After a day of meditation to the roles, the 
participants make their costumes, invent 
different accessories that help the 
characters. Bring props for their acting 
roles. 

After everybody has their costumes, the 
participants make photos and enjoy the 
look of their characters and their 
creation.

Objectives: Creating the costumes for the 
theater representation. Increasing the 
skills of participants: cooperation, 
creativity, self esteem and self 
confidence, play. 

Duration: 40 minute - 1 hour.

Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania

Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania

Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania
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XI. Step 11. Costume Rehearsal. Final rehearsals in the space of the 
performance

Before the show, in the last day of 
workshops, the trainer makes with the 
learners a final rehearsal in the space of 
the final performance.

Needed materials:  music, props, 
costumes, stage lights - if it is possible.

Objectives: Accommodation of the 
learners with the space of the final stage; 
remembering the order of all the scenes 
of the theater play; remember the 
movements in the stage, improve their 
interpretation and connection with the 
other actors on the stage.  
Accommodation with the costumes.

Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania

      Workshop “Youth Everlasting Never Ending Life” - Romanian Tale, Italy

                Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 
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XII. Step 12. Final show

Final Show with audience. 

After emotions and preparations, makeup 
ready, invited audience is in the hall of the 
representation, the actors are ready for the 
most important moment of the workshop: The 
Final Show!

Representation of the theater show prepared 
in front of the audience

Objectives: Representation of the theater 
show prepared in front of the audience
Increasing the next abilities and skills of the 
learners: self confidence and self esteem, 
courage to act in front of an audience, acting, 
singing, dancing, team esprit, coordination, 
attention, memory, cooperation and 
communication, organization, capacity to 
finalize a started work, performing arts 
competences, skills and knowledge. 

Tips: Make group photos and award the 
participants with diplomas after 
representation! They will have nice memories! 
If it is possible record their representation for 
they could evaluate their work.

Performance “The hedgehog and his bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Performance Youth Everlasting NeverEnding Life Romanian Tale, Italy

Performance “The hedgehog and his bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Performance Youth Everlasting NeverEnding Life Romanian Tale, Italy

Performance “The hedgehog and his bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 
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Performance “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Performance Youth Everlasting NeverEnding Life Romanian Tale, Italy

Workshop “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Performance “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Photos: Asociatia de Arte si Spiritualitate ZAN ART

Performance “The Hedgehog and His Bride” Lithuanian Tale, Romania 

Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania

Workshop “Lo Scazzamurrieddhu”, Italian Tale, Lithuania

  Workshop Youth Everlasting NeverEnding Life Romanian Tale, Italy
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Coordinator of the project                                                    
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